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ef Africa and Asia, that thi& PresIdential term, open
ing at a time of very delicate,problems, will stand out,
in the stormy history of our Organization, by virtue
of the peculiar stamp of Africa and Asia, and that ail
ou=, peoples, tomorrow, will have reaSon only to re
joice because, in 1961, one of their own acceded to
the high office of President of the General Assembty
of the United Nations.
6. To the many causes of international tension has
now been added the death 0';; Secretary-General
Hammarskjold, which adds a further importan.t factor
to an already sombre international situation that is
causing gI-a.ve concern to all peoples and all States.

7. The African-Asian group could not remain in
different to the tragic· circumstances in which the
sixteenth session of the General Assembly opens.
More than any other. spiritual family, more than any
other political group in the United Nations, the Afri
can-Asians have cause to evidence their grief and
concern at the sudden loss of the executive head of
our Organization. They have done' SO, as it were,
almost spontaneously. At a meeting held a few' hou~s
after the announcement of the Secretary-General's
passing, the African-Asian group expressed thB keen
etilotion, the sense of profound shock, the deep con
cern and the grave forebodings that filled all its' mem
bers at the news of the tragic death of the Secretary
General and his colleagues. Our group also stresse
the urgent ne.ed for an immediate, detailed and com
plete investigation to establish the full facts and de
termine responsibility. .

8. In the opinion of our d6.1egation, as the Forei
Minister of Ghana has already said on our behal
[1010th plenax'y meeting], there canbe no doUbt: Secre '
tary-General Hammarskjold died a victim of the sam
colonialist and racist forces whose united front, or
ganized and financed in broad daylight, assassinate
P~trice Lumumba and his associates, and is now striv
ing at all costs to prevent the inevitable decolonizatiott
of Central and East. Africa. These are the same forces
now surrounding the Congo, Angola, SouthWestAfrica,
South MriQa, Rhodesia, Ruanda-Urundi, Uganda, I
Kenya, Nyasaland, M07c!!.1ribique and all the other dis
membered parts of//cllat region of our beloved conti
nent with a ring of blood and flame.

9. May the gravity of the situation so created at least
open the ey3s and ears (.)f those who fly in the fa9,6, of
a.11 the evidence, and pel~S~$t in remaining deat 'and
bliIlld to all our warnings and ,.pries of alarm. In any
evelnt, this last crime once agt\l:tt confirms our deep
rooted conviction that decoloni~~tionis the key problem
upon; which, more than on any! other. the maintenance
of international peace and'sf6curity, and therefore the
realization of the major aims of the United Nations
Charter depend. It is true t~t decolonization must, as
it were, be initiated where colonizatiOn exists in
Africa and Asia. But we must proclaim from this
rostrum the necessity of ex~nding; decolonization
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AGENDA ITEM 92

Admission of new Members to the United Nations
(conti~ued)

1. Mr. ORTIZ MARTIN (Costa Rica) (translated from
Spanish): On behalf of the Latin American countries
that have not expressly done so, lam extremely happy
to greet Sierra Leone, a new Member State of the
United Nations, whose territory was discovered by
the Portuguese in the year 1462, IDng before our
Ame1.i ica was discovered by the Spaniards.

2. The new country whose admi\ssion to this Organi
zation as an independent nation we are now celebrating
bears a Latin name, a fact which reminds us of the
community of spirit that unites us in our common
aims-the aims set forth in the United Nations Charter.

3. Latin America cordially.welcomes Sierra Leone.

AGENDA ITEM 9
. General debate (continued)

4. Mr. BEAVOGI11 (Guinea) (translated from French):
The sixteenth session, like the three preceding ses
sions in which the delegation of the Republic of Guinea
has taken part, will once again, and to a very signifi
cant degree, bear the imprint of Africa and its prob
lems-theproblems of decolonialization, and therefore
also the problems of peace.

5. The first election of an African as President of
the General Assembly of our Organization indisputably
marks another turning point in the life of the United
Nations. For all those who have fought. for all those
who have sacrificed, and for all those who cQr'~inue to
fight', to toil unremittingly and to sacrifice, l~r the
full emancipation of· our peoples, for the affirma.tion
of the African personality, and for the restoration to
the States of Africa and Asia of their legitimate places
and their proper roles in the concert of nations, for
3011 these architects of our independent future the elec
tion of an African to the highest office in the United
Nations is. more than a test and more than a confir
mation. It is the pledge given by initial success that
,further, and more significant, successes must surely
,fOllow. It is our hope, and the hope of all the peoples
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21. That suggestion was inspired by the need to main
tain an effective executive, and also to guard against
the errors and inadequacies that, from time to time,
we have had to deplore and denounce from this ros
trum, as well as in Africa.

22. There does not appear to be any new factor justi
fying a modification of our fundamental position, for,
dlscarding the narrow sectarian view, we believe
sincerely that such a p:t'oposal could reconcile all the
interests involved and enable the Executive of our
Organization tc face with h.c::.ou~, effectivenes$, im
partiality and loyalty the immense ta,sks of implemen
tation which are assigned to him.

23. Our desire is, without unnecessary delay, togive
our Organization 'such an effective and· impartial Ex
ecutive. The best means to that end, and the only one
acceptable to us, is negotiation,. based exclusively on
the interests of our Organization. We should choose a
completely independent candidate, ofabsolute integrity
and competence. Such a candidate must, of 'necessity,
come from a country that is genuinelyindependentand
practices a true policy of nonalignment. In this Gon"
nexion, we make it clearly known thatwe shall oppose,
openly fight.and formally denounce a,ny candidacy sub
mitted within the framework or in the context of the
cold war, even if it should involve anAfrican or Asian
willing to play the game of the blocs that confront each....
other in our Organization. Genuine independencet,.prue
non-alignment-that is the criterion which our delega"
tion proposes for the choice of the executive head of
the United Nations.

24. But, in addition to the question of the Secretariat,
we must quickly tackle the substantive problems of
amendment and revision ofthe United Nations Charter•.

25. First of all, as far as necessary amendments are'
concerned, we say that it is Vital to ensure equitable
representation of Africa and Asia in the Security
Council, the Economic and Social Council and all the

16. Originally conceived as a compromise, under
conditions which have now disappeared, the Charter
today is regarded by all as no longer adapted in its
conception, organization and functioning to the realities
of the present day.

17. This lag lies at the very root of the difficulties
under which our Organization labours today-difficul
ties connected precisely with the question of the ex
ecutive of the United Nations, one with which we are
all ooncerned. Who, today, would vent~e to doubt the
inadequacy of the provisions of the Charter-a Charter
which has p:t'ovided neither temporary measures nor
any legal solution to the difficulties arising f1'om the
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principal organs of the United Nations. This could be sudden death of the Secretary-General? Yet this la.cuna·
wherev~r it may be required, particularly in the very is but a single aspect of the general inadequacy and
structure of the United NatiOns itself. inconsistency of the Cha!''l:er. Nevertheles$~ it throws
10. In this connexion; a few dates~ a few f,lgures and' into ,sharp relief the urgent need to adapt this basic
a few facts will indicate, more eloquently than. any ~nstrument to the new interndtional situation which
speech oould possibly do, the vi.tal urgency of adapt- differs to completel~r from that prevaIling in 1945.
ing the structure of the United.:Nations to present day 18. Fa]," all these 1~eal30ns the delegation of the Re",
realities, and, in particular; the urgency of giving publio of Guinea very sincerely regre.ts the further
Africa. and Asta the places they are ent!t1edto demand, record of inaction of the Committee on arrangements'
as of right, in the major organs and specialized agen-' for a confer~nce for the purpose of reViewing the
cies of the United Nations. Charter (A/4877).

11. In 1945, Africa was represented on the inte:tna- 19. We realize that suoh a review cannot be under-
tional scene in a pur~ly symbolic manner. Only three taken 'without the consent of the pel-manent Members
African Sta.tes took part in framing the United Nations f th S ikl' C 11 b t t it f kl
Charter at the San Francisco Conference. With the 0 e ecur "J ounc, u we mus qu e ran y- bring those permanent Members face to face with their
recent I~dmission of Sierra Leone, there 'are now responsib!1ities in this vitally important matter. We
tw3nty~six independent African States in the United must 'urge them rapidly to find that minimum common
Nations, which make up more than a quarter of its ground that is essential if these urgently needed re-
total membeJ,:,ship;' and who knows what these figures fopms are to be accomplished.
will be by t~le close of the si:&teenth session of the
General Aseembly? 20. As regards the Secretariat, the Government of

the Republic of Guinea did not wait until the present
12<> The proportions for Asia a.re about the same. It situation had arisen to make known its views. From
goes without saying that this numerioal importance is this rostrum, at the fifteenth session [896th plenary
not the only factor that must be taken into account. meeting] President S6kou'lour~ expressed a clear
13. The last three sessions have devoted most of preference for a single Secretary-General, who would,
their deliberations to the problems posed, for various however, be assisted by a.n advisory committee of
reasons and in various forms, by the political, eco- th:r.ee Assistant Secretaries-General representing the
nomic, and cultural decolonialization of Africa and three great political forces of the world.
Asia. A mere reading of the agenda just adopted in-

, dicates clearly that the sixteenth session, inturo, will
have to give prolonged consideration to these same
problems.

14. The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth sessions
of the General Assembly, were qUite rightly referred
to as the "African sessions", an of them being domi
nated by tne growing importance of Africa in the life
and preoccupations, we would even eay the trials, of
the United Nations. We regret to note, however, that
this importance of Af:i'ica and Asia is, in a way, con
fined to the precincts of the General Assembly.

15. We are still almost Wlrepresented ill: the principal
organs, where the' decisions of our Organization are
Ireally worked out and implemented. Even when they
are admitted, Africans and Asians have th~ impression
that they are not fully accepted. They \'\<111 no longer
be content merely to spenk; they ask now to be asso
ciated, in the principal organs alld specialized agen..
cies, with the real life of the United Nations. There
are, weiJ1:tnow, many different obstacles to the satis
faction of this legitimate demand. All of these, how
ever, are connected with the question of amending or
revising the UnitE;;d Nations Charter. On this point, as
is our practice, we shall be qUite frank and perfectly
clear.
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,cl a.chieved by two methods which we consider compl~...
mentary: b!, redistributing the existing seats-this can
be done at any electlon-aJ.?,d by increasing the mem
bership of those organ~~ Such an increase W011ld of
course require amendment of the Charter as provided

C! in Article 108. This redistribution and :increase in
membership appear to us to be essential. JUStice and
dignity require them. All the formulas now used to

'give Africa and Asia token repre~entation in the prin- .
oipal organs of our Organizatio~ are. the result of
compromises and devices, all of which del1bel'ately
ignore the personality of It,~rica and At-Jia. The fact of
the matter is for example, that Africa, as such, has
no seat at all, i.n either the Security Council or the
Economic and Social Council. It is true that several
African representatives have been orsUll are mem
bers for the Near East, or for the Commonw~,alth, or
under some similar formula. What we seek, however,
is true, autonomous representation of Africa and Asia,
as such, in the specialized agencies and in all organs

, of the United Nations,including the Secretariat~ This
can be achieved merely by amending the Charter, just
as a redistribution of the existing seats could be ef
fected amicably by a modification-fv11owi:ag new ne
gotiations-f)f the gentleman's agreement concluded in
London in 1946~

26. However, if Africa and Asia are to make their
fullest contribution to the activities of the United Na
tions, a fundamental revision of the Charter would of
course be necessary. Such a revision would have to
take into account emergence of numerous States from
the ruins of the old empires, the existence and vitality
of the Socialist countries, and the great awakening of
a large number of States that are non-aligned but are
fully dedicated to the realization of the noble aims of
justice, equity,· and co-operation, which are the essen
tial basis for the maintenance of international peace
and sec\'trity. In this connexion we should rid our Or
ganization once and for all of all the machinery set
up in 1945 to deal with the colonies and Trust Terr.i
tories, machinery that was created or maintained by
the colonial Powers' for tlie p'l;lrposeof dragging the
United Nations into their colonial adventure~. More

, specifically, the trusteeship system sUould simply be
abolished, since in pl"actice it has proved less condu
cive--to the rapid em~ncipationof subject peoples than
has theclaseical system of colonization by individual .
Powers. In any case, the implementation of the De
claration on the granting of independence to colonial
countrieS! and peoples (General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV» postulated the end of trusteeship in all its .
forms. On this point the sixteenth session shOUld for
mally proclaim this rlndamental step forward. In due
course our c1elegation 7/i11 submit a specific resolution
to that end.

27. However, the revision. we call for involves the
conoeption, organization and functions of the United
Nations. With regard to its conception, we must at all
costs discard the 1945 spirit of compromise between
opposing' camps, a spirit that sacrificed the interests
of the small Powers, and instead build an Organiza
tion based exclusively on the needs and interests of
the peoples. In that Organization, as we have already
said, all bodies of a colonial or sem.i-colonial nature
Jilust be abolished, and all continents and all great
political and spiritual forces of the world must enjoy
~quitable representation in all its organs. In that con
nexion, after the abolition of the Trusteeship Council
and the Fourth Committee, a new organization for co
operation and for the elimination of the underdevelop-

7'"nt inherited from the colonial systems might well
t~ke their place. .

28. As regards the Security Council, account should
be taken of the fact that the concept of greatness, as'it
was defined in 1945, is now to some extent obsolete.
It is we11 known that, at that ttme, certain countries
were considered great ma:.~1Iy on account of their co"'·
lonial empires, which have since collapsed. This is a
fact that should be rec{Jgnized. Moreove.r, the total
absence of Africa and the partial absence ofAsia from
the great power club of permanent members of the
Security Council is another artificial situation thathas
seen its day. If the veto must be preserved, then .
Africa and Asia must be m.ade full associates, so that
they can bring their votes and the immense weight of
their intact moral authority to bear on the settlement

, J, , ;,/

of major international questions. We reject, in ad-
vance, any great Power club inwhich Africa and Asia
are not reasonably and equitably represented.

29. With rega:rp, to th.a functioning of the Organization,
it is extremely important that Africa and Asia should
have eqUitable representation in the Secretariat, and
that the latter! in order t9play its full part should at
all costs cease to be at the service of any bloc, any
group of Powers, or any particular policy' within the
Organization. Naturally, this involves the responsi';'
bility of all Members of the Organization,and of
the Security Council and the General Assembly in
particular. ' .. '

30. We are fully aware of j'!lridical ~md political ob
stacles that stand in the way of the realization of
these our legitimate aspirations. However, inspired
by the firm will of our peoples, by the feelings of
solidarity that lirik Africa and Asia together, and by
the deep desi.re for genuine independence, that is
shared by the nonaligned countries, our delegation
firmly resolves; to co-operate seriously andeffectively
towards the achievement of these major qbjectives.
OUI" basic concern still is to see a real ~trengthening

of that irreplacable instrument of international co
operation that is the United Nations.

31. Colonialism, as the Republic of Guinea ha.s stated,
and again repeats, is nothing more than the right of
sheer 'force. Indeed, . you will find now:tere, in all
Africa or Asia, any country that has ever asked to be
colonized. Here, colonization has been imposed by
force of arms. There, the trust of the indigenous in- .
habitants has been abUf3ed~ $,nd the man to whom hos
pitality was generously shown soon usurped the place

. of the master of the house. Everywhere, all Will to
national resistance has been qvercome by banishment,
summary executions. cruelty and maltreatment of
every kind, and the· colonialist has arrogated to him
self the right to think and to act in the place and stead
of the colonized people.
~2. In the light of these facts which some, for obvious
l'easons, deliberately d~ny in the face ofworld opinion,
it is utterly disheartening to hear it claimedthat suoh
and such a part of Africa is .really an integral part of
such and such a metropolitan country, or a province
of such and such another, for a proverb of my country c
teaches us that, no matter how long a piece· of wood .
stays in the water, it will never 'become a crocodile.
This, incidentally, explains the failure of all the
measures of assimilation that have been attempted in
various places by the colonialists. In order tq give'.
we,ight to their claims, m.oreover, some of them, with
the stubborness of bUnkered' ~ules and' the tenacity
of half-starved leeches, proclaim f:ro~ this high ros-
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43. That a sman under-developed country like Por
tugal should have the' courage to go against the deci
sions of the United Natio~s calls for some comment,
at least of which is that no country would be so rash
unless it were certain, of impunity. This must be for
one of tWQ reasons: either the United Nations can im
pose no sanctions, in which case our delegation con
siders it essential to revise the Charter; or Portugal
relies on some hidden protection) which explains the
means available to it f.or the repression of African
nationalism.

44. Portugal, is running the risk of a very rude awak
ening from its legendary lethargy, because the wind
elf independence will undoubtedly sweep away all the
last vestiges of the conquistadores, from the Cape
Verde Islands to Timor and its dependencies, through
Principe Island and Mozambique. It is, in this re
spect, a little behind the other colonial Powers. HaVing
been the first country to possess colonies, itpresum
ably intends to cling to the tatters of a past which it
imagineS to have been glorious. '

45. This does not mean that the Republic of Guinea
is satisfied when one more flag flies under the Asian
or African sky, or when it hears echoing the strains
of new national anthems. What it asks of this Assem
bly is thedecolonization of administrative, economic,
social and cultural str'Qwtures; in order that the per
sonalities of the colonial peoples maybe fully affirmed
and that the Asian and African, haVing regained their
dignity, may be able to contribute effectively to a
better future for all mankind. It is most unfortunate
that, for certain Members of this Aegembly, only tile
white man's dignity counts. In that regardthe Republic
of SouthAfrica distinguisbes itself shamefully, and the
Guinean delegation hopes that the debate on" agenda.
items 75 and 76 will lead this Assembly to take the
necessary steps to make that country Llderstandthat
its senseless poliCy of apartheid has lasted far too
long.

46. We claim: that the colonial system has hindered
the historical development of the colonized countries.
Indigenous forms of government had superimp;':lsed on
them an alien system designed to protect interests
incompatible with those of the inhabitants who were
subjected to the new institutions. This duality led to
the various nationalist movements in Africa and Asia,
which were brutally repressed by the colonial Powers.

/i ' , ,-
turers froxn the coasts of Eur6pe braved the storrny
ocean in their sailing-ships. they did so~, not in order
to organize oommunities in Africa ot)Asia, but to
b1'ing back spices, gold, and ivory from those conti
nents and to ca:r:ry on the· despicable trade in Negro
slaves. This incapacity for self-government, which is
gratuItously attributed to the colonized countries, is
an inSUlt to mankind and a sign of intolerable racialisrn.

41, Since colonialism must be ended, the delegatio~
of the Republic o( Guinea considers it its duty to lay
stress on items 27, 79,82 and 88 of the agenda adopted
by this Assembly, which relate to the colonial policy
of Portugal.
42. Our delegation regards it as deplorable that this
State should for so long deliberately have committed
many blatant acts of indiscipline, which are incon
sistent with the obligations of Member states. Our
delegation fully aggrees with those which ask that
exemplary political, diplomatic and economic sanc
tions should be taken against I>ortugal.
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I) trUtn the existence of cons,ti'tutions tying them to their
colonies, while others voice their indignation, in the
name of human rights and the United Nations Charter,
that their seizures of lands and theIr extreme racism,
which they label apartheid, shOUld be universally re
ga1'd~u as acts to be condemned, acts fo1' which man-
kind itself demands reparation, ,

d ,

33. San Francisco was a radiant sun that rose for all
the peoples that regained or preserved their freedom
at the outcome of the Second World War. It is both

'paradoxical and deplorable that the representatives
of those very same peoples should have failed. OJJ~ that
occasion, definitely to condemn the colonial system.
The veil of humanitarianism in which they cloaked

, themselves was in fact lifted by the impetuous wind
of freedom that swept away nazi~m, unmasking racial
discrimination. obscurantism, u~der-developmentand
its train of miseries, all of them practices which en
abled the colonialists to go on living in undisturbed
peace 321d qUiet, jealously guarding the immense wealth
hidden underground and waiting for the right moment
in orde:r to derive enormous' profits from it when the

.mineral r~sources of old Europe become depleted
owing to the rapid advances of technology.

34. In order to prepare for this age of super..profits,
a colonial economic policy would be scientifically
worked out in parallel with the system o:f~dmhlistra

tioD, so that there would be no industri~J.i.zation, no
modernization of agricultural methods and no training
of technicians.
35. It is all these misdeeds of colonialismthatworthy
sons of Asia and Africa have denounced before the
world, at the risk ofbeing devouredby those insatiable
wolves, the colonialists and imperialists. .

36. Valiant patriots are still shedding their blood in
~lgeria, Angola, the Congo, Rhodesia, Kenya, so-

> c--ealled Portuguese Guinea and elsewhere, in order that
the machinations of these modern bucc&neersmay
cease. The war-mf>ngers are using these countries as
areas in which to tElat the weapons and techniques they
use to. gain their evil ends.,
37. This Organization was .founded at Sa,n Francisco,
to prevent war and to ensure conditions permitting
norm::tl peaceful life and fruitful international co
operation.
38. This is why the anti-colonialist countries will
continue to trust the United Nations, as lon.g as it con
t1'ibutes effectively to the totalliquidation of the col~~...
nial system and to the complete decolonization of the
countries of Asia and Africa.

I:'

39. In this conne~·on, the Republic of Guinea is glad
that the United Nations has moved in that direction by
adopting resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960.
It notes with some bitterness~\ however, that, since
that historic date for the colonial countries, only one
territory; Sierra Leone has' become indePendent. We
welcome Sierra Leone's admission to the United Na...
tions with ~nthusiasm, pride and satisfaction, since

,we are conVinced that this brother country is fully
committed. like the othe~independentAfrican coun
tries to the task of-restoring the dignity of the black
man, which the colonizers, to gain their own sordid
ends, have scorned. Some of the colonial Powers still
claim from this rostrum that colonial countries must
serve their apprenticeship before they can gain
independence.
40~ This paternalism is simply shamful,since, I re
peat, no country asked for colonial rule. When adven-
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freedom to which the p~o~~~\)ofthose countries have
as much right as tho~~>~4~adyrepresentedin our
Organization. )}fI
54. To South Africa we merely say that it is in the
interest of its Europe~\n popUlation to adopt a racial
policy of non-discrimi~~tion; otheiWise it will, have
to bear full respqnsibility for the tragedy which the
democraticl',evo1?A:ion will certainly unleash upon that
inhuman system. The SouthWestAfrican Mandate ac-.
quired through the intermediary of the British Crown,
must simply be revoked, in order to allow'the acces
sion of this martyred territory to independence. Mean
while we request that economic, political and diplomatic
sanctions should be taken against the so-called Re
public of South Africa and ,its accomplice Portugal,
which have -;.imstantly challenged the conscience of
humanity. They must be made to see reason in the
interest of world peace.

55. Also, the United Nations must do everything in
its power to bring about a settlement of the distress
ing Palestine problem, through the implementation of
the various resolutions adopted at previous sessions.

56. Declarations of intention, appeals to so-called
reason, or honeyed words will no longer. satisfy us.
After the adoption by the General Assembly, at its
fifteenth session, of the historic Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples, the time for prayers has passed. That resolu
tionr.aust be fully implemented forthwith; all enslaved
peoples must be freed and the friends of freedom and
independence must be countedby the attitude they adopt
towards the colonialist countries. Africa, for itspart,
has engaged in a struggle for rapid and unrestricted
liberation with the object of creating a tmivers1-1 so
ciety free from indignity, irresponsibility and enelave
ment, in which exploiters and exploited will not exist•

57. Our delegation will return to all these points in
greater detail when they are discussed in Committeee

58. Another problem of concern to all mankind, the
solution of which depends to a great extent on decolo
nization, is the problem of general and complete dis- .
armament. At its fourteenth session, the General As
sembly unanimously adopted resolution 1378 (XIV)
in which it expressed the hope:

"•••that measures leading towards the goal of
general and complete disarmament under effective
international control will be worked out in detail
and agreed upon in the shortest possible time".

That resolution marked a turning point in the history
of the United Nations and made the question of disar
mament the most urgent, the most important and the
most universal of all the problems which how concern
the world. All ,the Member States which supported the
resolution on disarmament wished thereby to show
that the problem concerned them directly and hence
that they were conscious of the role they had to play
in seeking a satisfactory and fi~al solution that would
free humanity from the scourg4!l of war. -c -

59. It should be noted that i, is 'Unanimously recog
nized that the gr6at Powers now engaged in the armS
race must endeavour to halt the increase in the forces
of destruction created by the ever constant perfection
of weapons and stocks of ,nuclear and ballistic de
vices, and to end all preparations for war.

60. Despite the serious differences which still exist
between the great Powers and their allies, it would be
dangerous to minimize the active role which the non-
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147. The peoples shQuld therefore be permitted freely
,t~ express their will. Wherever they have enjoyed .
this freedom fully, they have entrusted their destiny
to their worthiest sons, the very men the colonial
powers tried to exclude from positions of national
responsibility. The Republic of GUinea is glad, for
instance, that the nationalists of Nyasaland have won
the latest election. Our country is convinced that any
people is able at any moment totake its destiny effec
tively into its own hands.

48. The Republic of Guinea is conVinced, however,
and with good reason~ that colonialism is not dead.
Events have caused it tn make a mere tactical with
drawal. Its strategy is to stir up plots here and there.
The world knows ofthe plots which Guineahas escaped,
thanks to the political maturity and awarenes,s of its
people. Colonialism, then, is very healthy, since it has
very cunningly disgUised itself in the mantle ofneo
colonialism.

49. Two years ago, when the great majority of Afri-·
can states were still ugder colonial domination, the
Guinean Head of state, President Sekou Toure, made
a pathetic appeal to the colonial Powers to free. Africa
in a gesture of wisdom and reason, in accordance with
the Purposes and Principles of the Charter and for
the sake of peace, ,progress and liberty throughout the
world. Today, when the majority of Africa~ States
have recovered their independence, we can only renew
in the same spirit of convi9tion and faith, this appeal
to the United Kingdom, France, Portugal, Spain, Bel...
gium, the Netherlands and the supporters of apartheid.

50. We say to France that self-determination in Al
geria has already made its impact and that the Alge
rian people have already won their independence. We
say to France that it should recognize this obvious fact
.and transfer all the powers it holds in Algeria to the
provisional government of the Algerian republic, which
alone will decide what kind of relations it should es
tablish between Algeria and all the other countries in
the world, 'including France.

51. We say to Portugal that it should learn from the
lessons of history and put an endto the needless mas-

. sacres in' the territories which it means to integrate
against the clearly expressed wishes of their inhabi
tants. Portugal must evacuate the Cape Verde Archi
pelago, so-called Portuguese Guinea, Cabinda, sto
Tome, Angola, Mozambique, Goa etc. Let Portugal
heeli our words, or it will be responsible for the ca':'
tastrophe it is now preparing, which is likely to cost
it more than any other country. There are many ex-

I . amples that might inspire Portugal to transfer imme
diately all the powers which it still holds by force of
arms to the peoples it has so unjustly enslaved, peoples
who' can no longer bear the intolerable exploitation'that
has been impo~ed upon them for centuries.

52. As for Belgium, it should need only to recall the
tragedy it caused in the very heart of Africa, in the
Congo to realize that it should withdrawfrom Ruanda
Urundi With discretion, if that is still possible for ca
country that has almost plunged Africa into a fratri
cidal war without precedont.

53. To the United Kingdom we say that display:tngthe
list of decolonization honours is not sufficient to make
Us forget that our brothers in Bechuanalan9~ the
Rhodesias, Nyasaland, Kenya and elsewhere are still
bowed down under the colonial yoke. What we expecl
of the United Kingdom is that it should give withoitt
delay to the remainder of its colonil11 empire, the
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of the other. No universally acceptable disarmament
programme can be devised and· put into effect unless
the fundamental problem of jmperialism and colo';,
nialism is also resolved. It is therefore proper to
recognize the !=lpecial responsibility certain Western
colonial Powers bear in the search for an equitable
solution to the dt~armament problem. No one would
think today of asking the Algerian people to renounce
its armed struggle for its ina.lienable right to inde
pendence, when more than half a million foreign 1301

diers are violently opposing the e~'Pression of its will.
68. What faith can we have, however, in a Power
which takes part in negotiations on general and com
plete disarmament yet at the same time uses not oI1ly
its own armed forces and military equipment but al~o

those of its allies in ,order to keep a peaceful people
under its yoke? There cannot be any happy mean
between disarmament and domination. As long as there
is a desire to exploit by force the wealth of defence
less peoples, it will be impossible to tackle the prob
lem of disarmament sincerely and fully, for these
peoples would find no protection in a disarmament
that still tolerated imperialist intrigues.

69. The conflict that now confronts the United Na
tions in the Congo reveals the direct impact of thtJ
national liberation problem Ori world security, and it
would be idle to deny that the efforts of the impevlal
ists to stave off the fatal day of reckoning are not
only. endangering the peaceful development and the
security of the young states of Africa and Asia, but
are also a direct threat to world peace.

70. We must deplore, incidentally, our Organizatlion's
inaction in the woeful drama of the Congo. Is it not the
complaisance of the United Nations that is allowing
Katanga daily to consolidate its secession? The Ka
tangese secession has not been dealt with as it should
and has just inflicted a shameful defeat on the ttnited
Nations, adding the name of the Secretary-General
to the long list of victims of the colonialist and im
perialist elements which are in league in the Con'go.

71. I turn now to the People's Republic of China, a
country which, alone, has almost a third of the world's
population. We really wonder whether those whodeem
it possible to ignore the views and social aspirations
of that great people are really moved by a sincere
desire to reach a lasting solution of the present prob
lems. It is not merely the absence of China that is to
be deplored, but the lack of realism on which that'dis
crimination is Qased. It is simple enough to understand
that there can be no peace without the participation
and adherence of all peoples without exception. The
United Nations must obviously link the problem of re
storing its seat to the People's Republic of China,
with any rational solution of the disarmament problem.

72. The representative of the non-aligned countries',
as parties and not as umpires, and the representatives
of the People's Republic of China, as a great Asian
Power, are missing from the group gatheredaboutthe
round-table of disarmament negotiations. The presence
of the neutral countries and of the People's Republic
at that table, would give all peoples afeeling of di~ect .
participation in the quest for a stable and truly uni
versal peace.

73. We cannot conceal our profound disappointment
at the frenzied resumption of nuclear testing. Disre
garding the alarming increase in those weapons of
mass destructi:on, we shall confine ourselves to em
phasizing the ~ffects of radioactive fall-out, which are

.-. . .
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aligned forces can play in the quest for possib1<~ so
lutions tothe present<difficulties•.
61. Thus, the first contribution which Cfln be made
towards solving the disarmament proble)f.n is to view
it in its true light and recognize its universal na.tl1r,e.
Disarmament cannot be a matter only for the two great
Powers and their allies, for the iS~:lUe ofpeace or war
in our time may directly affect the survival or the end
of the whole of humanity. .

62. In the debate, my delegation will present what it
believes to be the point of view of the inhabitants of a
continent which is on the move, which sees what is
needed for its development and which considers the
maintenance of peace as its basic objective.

63. If distrust is the primary cause of the arms race,
there can be no disarmament so long as distrust per
sists. Unfortunately, distrust is not the only cause
of the arms race, for it cannot be denied that certain
Powers are still determined to substitute the argu
ment of force for the {orce of law. It would be naive
to think that general and "omplete disarmament canbe
achieved while there still exists a spirit of domination,
generally expressed in the violation of elementary
hqman rights and the sacred rules of relations between
peoples. That spirit of domination is at the root of all
the conflicts that have put the world into mourning,
the most serious of which was the last world war.
EV€:~l if the East and the West decide to abolish war
as a means of settling disputes and to contemplate
disarmament through the elimination of armed forces
and the destruction of all existing stocks of weapons,
this will not be disarmament in the universal concep
tion of the word so long as the spirit of conquest and
exploitation continues to exist in relations between
men and peoples.

64. We therefore consider it essential to bear in
mind that the problems now confronting the African
continent are directly linked to the question of
disarmament.

65. In fact, the question of independence for colonial
peoples, the question of the best means of promoting
the harmonious development of Africa, Which is going
through a critical phase of its history, and the ques
tion of assistance to all under-developed countries
chiefly those of Asia, Africa and Latin America, have
a direct bearing upon the disarmament problem. It
is the special role of Africa, a part of which still lives
under the shadow of foreign rule and of all other
peoples that have suffered a long period of deprivation
of freedom, to lay stress upon the permanent causes
of conflict between states.

66. It is impossible, therefore, to over emphasize
the moral weight carried by the group of non-allied
Powers, that includes a number of former African and
Asian colonies which speak on behalf of peoples that
yearn for peace and are deeply convinced not only of
the dangers of war and of its material and moral con-'
sequences, but also of the futility of war as a means
of bringing peoples to accep:t ideas they do not share.
W1ar today is not only unable to flssure the greatness

. of any nation, it could not even guarantee it any real
advantage or ultimate superiority.

67. For the African Qalegations, as for all delegations
which attach due importance to the struggle of the
colonial peoples for national independence, the prob
lem of imperialism and colonialism is intimately bound

<up with the problem of disarmament; that is to say,
the solution of one is impossible Without the solution
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a dread cause of concern to the peaceful and hard- succeed colop,ialism. That is why we are s~riving to
working peoples of the Soviet Union,..the United States make our political freedom everywhere and at all
of America, Africa and other parts of the world. We times the effecUve instrument of our human liberation.
resolutely and unreservedly condemn allnuclear test- 81. This is the theme that mobilizes and inapires op,x
ing. We appeal solemnly to the Governments of the peoples in their struggle against under-developmeri.t,
Soviet Union, the United States of America and France their struggle for the complete reconstruction of the
to heed the concern of all peoples, to stop nuclear African economy.
tests of all kinds forthwith, and to work actively, in
collaboration with the United Kingdom for the conclu- 82. By resolutely refusing to barter away our free-
elon of a definitive treaty banning nuclear tests. dom and our sovereignty in exchange for a few acts

. d of generosity we denounced the crude snare laid for
74 Another factor of war, which should be regarde ,us by the for'ces of domination, by the foreign eco-
as' aggression, and as a means ef perpetuating itl,tol- nomic and financial Powers that still hope to keep us
erable rule, is the interference of any dominating in their thrall.
country in the internal affairs of aformer colony. For
example, the maintenance of military bases onforeign 83. We regard with grave concern this double-dealing
Boil constitutes one of the most brutal forms of inter- by the neo-colonialists who, under the guise of pater-
ference in the internal affairs of the country in which 'nalism, are exerting every effort in our recently lib-
they are located. They constitute a permanent threat erated States to control our political freedom by mak-
to international peace. ing us economically and militarily dependent on them.

75. On the question of Berlin, where the cold war 84. The numerous efforts of the imperialist Powers
has reached its peak, I have only one comment to to establish economic communities, monetary zones
make. If the Soviet Union and the United States of or military alliances do not tend towards real soli-
America really wished it, the Berlin problem would darity or to sincere association between equal and
end this very day. We appeal to their consciences. free partners. They tend rather to bind the poor man
76. We also appeal to our Organization not to let the to his poverty and the slave to his chain, while, of
Berlin problem, important as it is, ·make it lose si~ht course, they continue to let the colonial trusts main-
of the atrocious colonial repressions that are takmg tain and suck the life blood of our national economies.
place at this very moment' in Algeria, in Angola, in 85. After decades of domination and exploitation, it
South West Africa, in Ruanda-Urundi, in so...called is difficult to believe in these sudden mutations that
"Portuguese" GUinea, in Rhodesia, in South Africa in sober fact, disguiS6 all the forms of association
and elsewhere, against peoples who are demanding that are being thought up. The bond linking the forces
their legitimate right to freedom. It is that infamous operating in Algeria, in the Congo, in Angola, in
wrong, that the United Nations first should set right. Rhodesia and in South Africa, is the very same bond
77. Economic and financial problems, as well as the that unites financial circles and general staffs in op-
political considerations which are the motive force position to the unconditional freedom and real sove-
behind colonial and imperialist activities, will claim reignty of all peoples.
our earnest attention during this session. The syste- 86. We shall be unable to derive the slightest benefit
matic decolonization of our economies makes it ne- from the exercise of our sovereignty if we are to re-
cessary for us, the underdeveloped countries, to s.eek main a reservoir of raw materials and manpower to
pe!'manent solutions based on our pra:ctical situatlOn, feed the prosperity of the colonialist and. imperialist .
which must be conducive to the happiI:~ss, of our Powers-prosperity they have attained at our ex-
peoples. It is to that end that we adopt an unequivocal pense. In the economic, financial, militar~r, and even
policy of non-alignment on the economic problems of in the cultural fields neo-colonialism is att\ezr.:pting to
co-operation and technical assistance. keep our peoples' legitimate interests subj1ect to its
78. Our common will to liberate our economies from selfish control.
the various forms of external pressure is a necessary 87. At Bandung, at Accra; at Cairo, at Casablanca,
consequence of our determination to consolidate 'the at Conakry, and only recently at Belgrade, as at all
political independence of our States, an independence the various conferences which have been held both
th~t must serve the freedom and unity of all Africa here and at those places, the political guide-lines
and benefit all its peoples. adopted for the purpose of smashing alien domination
79. Foreign domination constrained our peoples to were formulated in the light of those practical realities.
productive efforts that have made Africa one of the 88. We of the Republic of Guinea have affirmed that
principal suppliers of raw-materials to the world our econornic situation does not permit us a choice
markets. No one dreams of denying that the profits between the various means that might be used to has-
from exploitation of our resources have been used ten our development. We intend to use every type of
to satisfy foreign interests, against the interests of aid offered to us, on the one condition that our sove-
our own peoples. reignty and independence are scrupulously respepted.
80. In spite of the immense wealthtaken from Africa, 89. Extending this general condition to all the~nc.ler-
wealth which nourishes one part of the world and en- developed countries, we may state that the principal
aures its economic prosperity, our population~ are means of development are in the hands of the peoples
still unjustly subjected to the tragic consequences of of these countries themselves, for our material pro-
under-nourishment, disease and ignorance. Our com- duce while it holds an important place in the world,
munity of mankind therefore, must not make the 6CO- .is a6hieved by methods which are often quite rudi-
nomic development of our countries an end in itself. mentary.
The development we seek is one which will provide
a means of satisfying the many social needs of our 90. It is on the basis ofthese practicalfactors , which
peoples and of fulfilling their legitimate aspirations. are at once positive and negative, that we must seek
That is ~hy we are opposed to havingneo-colonialism out the ~Qst suitable formulas for economic self-
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!/ Speech delivered at Cona1<ry on 14 August 1961.

100. To quote President S~kou Toure, I would say
that the PQlicy of non-alignment is a committed and'
positive policy: U

"Committed because we are interested in all the
phenomena ·which surround us and which have a
direct or indirect bearing on the freedom ofpeoples
on democracy and on world peace. It is positive'
because we never resolve upon a negative course.
Our police is an affirmative one based on construc
tive thinking with a view to fulfilling our desire for
progress, for better relations among peoples and
for lasting peace. It is 'motivated by our will to
create a fairer and happier life.

"Our policy.is therefore l}ot directed against any
particular people, or regime, or country or
individual.

"Th"3 motive of our political action. is not to des
troy but to build. It follows logically, therefore, that
we should state our preferences in a positive light
and not in terms of the negative consequences which
they necessarily entail."

101. The policy of non-alignment leads us to condemn
one of the most paralysing aspects of the United Na
tions, namely, the formation of mechanical majorities
or of groups with a single incentive-entities which
are always and invariably opposed-one might say
allergic-to each other.

102. The non-aligned countries will have followed
their true vocation if they act fully in thej,r role of
stabilizing factor and contribute objectively to the
solution of all problems by throwing their full weight
behind the endeavour to carry mankind along the
straight and narrow path of truth in the quest for
peace and happiness for all.

103. Every country represented here must be con"
vlnced of its own full sovereignty and must accordingly
decide that no other country, however friendly, will
think or act for it in the full and independent exercise
of its sovereignty. This is a matter of vital impor
tance for the world community as a whole and, more
particularly, for the world community's instrument
for co-operation-the United Nations.

104. We make a special appeal to the countries of
Africa and Asia, which have .so long been plundered,
which have felt the~,heavy weight of slavery and know
the full meaning of freedom that has been lost and won
again. Those countries, which yesterday were the
pawns of ruthlessly exploiting colonizers, today re
main the pawns of those who formerly occupied them
and who now wish to involve them in mechanical ma.
jorities or turn them into voting machines in the
various bodies, or who want to ensnare them in the
hyprocrisy of neo~colonialism so as to retain a status
which history has already taken from them.

105. To conclude, like every delegation het'e we are
fully conscious of the importance of this session of
the General Assembly, and like many others we ask
ourselves the anguishing question: will this sixteenth
session be one of peace or one of war? This is, indeed,
the dilemma we face today.

106. Those who want war may pursue without re
straint their vain attempts to maintain themselves by
force in Algeria, in Angola, in so-called Portuguese
Guinea, in Mozambique, in South West Africa, in
Kenya, in the Congo, in Rhodesia, or in South Africa.
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development, formulas which will eventually be sup
plemented by other means of material growth.

91. The forces of colonialreconquest, the imperialist
Powers, resort to methods of economic and military
conspiracy, to tactics of division and diversion.' This
is why the under-developed cO\:mtries must remain
ever on guard against anything that might threaten
their unity, anything that might imperil their soli
darity, anything that might jeopardize their' cohesion.

92. These countries have already paid enough to the
world of opulence and feudalism and ha;",e been too
long the victims of a reign of injustice and exploitation
not to use all their resources and all their means to
build up a world of justice.

93. It is our intention that the management of Africa's
affairs should r~vert to the peoples of Africa, that
there should be no constraint nor any substitution of
authority in any area of our political or economic,
financial or military, social or cultural affairs.

94. Anything ~hat may be regarded as favourable in
the political prospects of our common struggle for the
independence and unity of the African peoples will aid
substantially in accelerating the true emancipation of
our peoples and promoting the rapid progress of the
African continent, a continent which is entering world
f> .iai,rs with the openly stated desire to be an instru
1IL,4t of world co-operation, a factor for peaGe and
harmony throughout the world.

95. It is precisely in order to promote effective ac
tion in the interest of the happiness of peoples and
universal harmony that we vigorously subscribe to
the policy of non-alignmentij

96. Let me say immediately that non-alignment can
not be another negative attitude with regard to ques
tionable interests, for it would then serve only to
aggravate the harmful effects of the cold war. Our
attitude towards different problems is determined
solely in the light of the high objectives we have set
ourselves.

97. Our societies, which necessarily and productively
vary from region to region and manifest'arich differ
entiation in space, are now for the most part experi
encing changes in the dimension of time, changes
which >alone allow the advent of freedom of independ
ence. Each nation, while profiting from the experience
of others, develops in its own way and establishes
and broadens its relations with other nations and with
its own geographical "milieu". That is to saythat each
people and each nation has its own ideas, its own
qualities, its own pace and its own path to foHow. The
efforts of peoples to bring their interests into greater
harmony and to achieve a constant betterment of their
conditions of life will always find support in societies
whose primary co~~cern is human happ:J.ness.

98. Thus, our policy in world affairs is to decry co
alitions and to extol the manifestation of the person
alities of peoples and nations, and their efforts freely
to express themselves in accordance with their own
practical conditi{)ns. Among the basic tenets of non
alignment are the right of every nation to choose
freely the political and economic system which it finds
most suitable and refusal to countenance the sub
ordination of one peopls to the interests of another.

99. Non-alignment is ah1ghly active principle because
it is founded on the constant pursuit of the well-being
of peoples.

174,
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They may continue the mad arms race. intensify the
testing of nuclear weapons. pursue the policy of in
timidation, attempt to spark the Berlin powder-!teg
and persist in dominating and exploiting other peoples
through deception or corruption.
107. The camp of peace and progress, on the other
hand, conscious of the imper~tive needs of the hour,
will declare itself for full decolonization in Africa and
Asia, for general and complete disarmament under
effective international control, for peaceful coexist
ence and competition among States haVing different
sooial systems, for unconditional respect for the as
pirations of peoples and for their sovereign and ex
clusive right to live under the system of'their choice
and, finally, for sincel'e, loyal and effective interna
tional co-operation.
108. This is the dilemma we face, and the choice
seems both simple and unavoidable. For us, this
choice has already been made. Fully assuming our
responsibilities, we shall stand resolutely at the side
of those who fight for universalfreedom andprogress,
at the side of the true anti-colonialists, at the side of
those who have faith in man and in his radiant future,
at the side of all those who work for peace and the
survival of mankind. These are the stirring objectives
which will determine the attitude an.tl the voting posi
tion of the Guinean delegation and the manner in which
it will vote during the sixteenth s\9ssion ofthe General
Assembly.

109. Mr. YIFRU (Ethiopia): It is with great pleasure
that I come to the' rostrum today to address the six
teenth session of the General Assemb'y, and to extend
to all delegations the warm greetings of the Ethiopian
Government and of my delegation.

110. Much has already been said concerning the nu
merous compelling and urgent problems which are on
the agenda before us. Positions have been stated and
restated, various policies suggested and explained.
Work is about to begin in the various committees in
an effort to search for just and peacefUl solutions to

\many of these problems. We are hopeful that positive
contributions will be made to this end.

111. I do not wish to take your time with a long re
cital of the multifold difficulties which today perplex
the world. Neither is it my intention to attempt to
reformUlate in new phrases the views of my delegation
on these problems. I believe that the position of
Ethiopia on most of these problems is well known
to all. I propose instead to limit my remarks to some
particular problems which pose the most sedous
fthrsats to the peace of the world, and to some others
which are of major importance to the Assembly.
112. We find the world today inexorably slipping ever
nearer a precipice at the foot ofwhich lurks the abyss
of total destruction. We stand gathered here on the
stage of history, while an armed symphony provides
ominous background music punctuated bythe tympanic
rumblings of nuclear explosions. Today when man's
capacity to improve his way of life and to assure to
all physical and spiritual well-being is at a level never
before attained in history, his capacity-and, it some
times appears, his Willingness-to wreak universal
destruction is unsurpassed. Surely, this is a nightmare
from which we must all awaken.

113. It will come as a surprise to no one when 1 say
that in casting about for the means Whereby the dis-
aster which threatens to overwhelm and engulf us may
e averted, and the pence and security which we claim

as our lnalienable right may be assured to ou;r;-selves
and to succeeding generati~s, my delegation takes as
its starting point the ve,ry, Organization within whose
walls we are now meeting.. Ethiopia's'idevotion to the
cause of collective security, which finds ita most
eloquent expression in the principles enunciated in
the Charter, is too we~l known to require elaboration.
As a small country, Ethiopia has always known that
the greatest measure of protection and the most ef
fective safeguards against breaches of the peace, ag
gression and the abuse and disregard of the rights of
small nations are to be found in this Organization. My
august sovereign, His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie
I, set forth Ethiopia's position regarding the United
Nations at the Conference of Non-Aligned Countries
held at Belgrade 1-6 Septeml;>er 1961, when he
declared: "

"•••he who acts deliberately and with calculation
to the injury of the United Nations, to Waaken it oX'
to endanger its e~2istence as an effective and ener
getic international institution ••• robs the world of
the last, best hope' for peace; he robs the small
nations of that bUlwark which the United Nations
provides against oppression and aggression and he
deprives them of the forum where their voice may
be raised against injustice and oppression."

114. During the past year we have received further
tangible proof of the force which the United Nations
can constitute for the common good in the various
activities, both of a routine and extraordinary char
aoter, which have been carried out by this Organiza
tion. If some measure of tranquillity and security has
been restored to a good part of the Congo, for example,
the action of the United Nations in responding to this
threat to the peace of the Afrioan continent must share
largely in the credit. If, as the tragic events of the
last few days would indicate, the calm which appears
to prevail i~ the Congo is not yet solid, j,t is not due
to any fault of the Charter. It is rather the combina
tion of reactionary forces that have brought about the
present stale7/nate in Katanga. We aocordingly must
persevere· aIld use all our resources to ensure that
the province of Katanga is fully reintegrated in the
Republic.

115. The Republic of the Congo is and must remain
one, whole and indivisible. We are indeed dUty bound
to assist the Central Government to re-integrate the
province of Katanga into the Republic and to expel all
mercenaries from the province. It is the view o~\my

delegation that the presence of the United Nations in
the Congo can be justified only on these grounds. If
we do not intend to carry out the decisions of the
Security Council and of the General Assembly in this
regard. then one is bound to inquire the purpose of
the United Nations in the RepUblic of the Congo.

116. It is clear to us that to realize re-integration
we must expel and keep out all mercenaries from
Katanga ProVince. If the mercenaries have no known
nationality, or if the Governments concerned do not
wish to take energetic measuJl~s to keep them out,
then the United Nations Command should hand all such
mercenaries over to the Central Government so that
it may take whatever lawful measures it may deem
necessary. The present situation, whereby captured
mercenaries are able to return to Katanga by various
means and devices, must be stopped. Furthermore.,
we must condemn any colonial interference in the
implementation of the decision~ of the Security Coun
cil and of the General Assembly.. The machinations
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123. Disarmament has become for our time the ove),'..
whelming imperative. In no other area, perhaps, has
so mUch been said and so little accomplished. The
Ethiopian delegation believe$ :that we should do more
on the question of disarmament: We can take hold of
the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles foX' Disar
mament Negotiation [A/4879] which the two great
Powers signed on 20 September 1961 and, using that
as a starting point, we can challenge them to make a
firm commitment in advance to abide by the decisions
which this' body may reaCh, and thus testthe sincerity.
of the protestations that both sides deaire peace, which
ring in our ears-though often puP.ctuated by the explo
sions of nucleaX' deViCE'S.
124. The Berlin crisis has developed because of the
&.bsence of agX'eement among the four Powers con..
cerning the futuX'e of Germany and, in particular, thr
status of Berlin. We appeal, therefore, to all ty
Powers concerned to find a final solutionto this prql
lem which is the cause of great anxiety to the w9r),\.\.
125. High on the list of topics, and clamouring for
our attention, is the final liquidation of colonialism.
Here I wish, first, to seize this opportunity to express
once again the satisfaction of the Ethiopian Govern
ment and people at the admittance of Sierra Leone
~o the United Nations. We Wish them success and
prosperity as a new and independent member. of the
world oommunity.
126. We feel certairi that thls process and struggle
in which so many of us have participated will come to
a triumphant conclusion. In order to ensure that the
final stages of this development are not delayed or
hindered, we urge, in the words of the Final Deolara"
tion adopted by the Conference of Non-Aligned COWl
tries at Belgrade: "The immediate, unconditional,
total and final abolition of colonialism". We can settle
for no less and will be satisfied with nothing else.
127. In other words, the continent of Africa must be
fully and totally liberated from the rule of coloni
alism. Algeria, Kenya, Uganda, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland, Angola, Mozambique, ZanZibar, South West
Africa-indeed all and eveX'Y dependent African terri
tory must be free.
128. With respect to Algeria, we insist that the Gen
eral Assembly adopt the draft resolutionY providing
ways and means for the proper implementation of
self-determination by the people of Algeria. In other
words, if negotiation cannot settle the question defi
nitely, we believe that the draft :resolutionwhichcould
not pass in its entirety last year must be adopted this
year as the only way out of a deadlock that now sub..
sists in that war-ravaged ,land of North Africa.
129. We applaud the release from prison of Jomo
Kenyatta and his resumption of the leadership of m!r
.neighbour, Kenya. To refer only to recent history, my
Government and people have strong associations and
ties with the people and leaders of Kenya, dating baok
to when some of our compatriots went into exile in
that beautiful land during the Fascist occupation of
Ethiopia from 1936 to 1941. We look forward to colla
borating and strengthening oux' ties with Kenya when.
it becomes independent. We hope Kenya's independenoe
will swiftly follow that of Tanganyika, which we hope
will join us heX'e next Deoember.
130. While the independence of Kenya, Uganda and,
to some extent, that of Nyasaland seems to be as"

§! Official Records of the General Assembly. Fifteenth Session. An,::.
~. agenda item 71, document A/4660. para. 4.

Y See Official Itecords of the General Assembly, Fifteenth Session.
Annexes, agenda items 67, 86, 69, 73. document A/C.l/L.254 and
Adds. 1..3.

of the reactionaries. who encourage the Katangf~ au
thorities in their ir:cesponsible designs must equally
be condemned and stopped.

117. On world problems we start from the premise
that no nation today wants or seeks war. We cannot
accept the view that in pursuit of a set of political or
,economic principles any nation today would deliber
ately press its p"licies if it realized that war was, in
such circumstances, ine.vitaple or a likely result. If
war therefore comes about, it will oocur beC'~use one
side miscalculates and misjudges the detf,il,'1llination
or the endurance of the other.

118. At the same time we cannot shrug off the plain
fact that the two great powers today aX'e following
policies which, quite apart from their inherent right
ness or wrongness, must and do, inevitably lead them
into conflict and friction. To the extent that these con
flicts arise from the efforts of either group to secure
acceptance of its particulaX' political or eoonomic
philosophy, or in an attempt to impose their system
of government upon others, v/e h6:i.~6 at the United Na
tions not only have the right but the dU1;y to insist that
they stay their hands lest miscalculation occur and
destroy us all. .

119. We must also unfortunately recognize that the
great Powers are capable of acting not only in viola
tion of the principles by which we seek to regulate the
conduct of nations, but also, it ,appears, in disregard
of the safety of the world'as a whole. Thus, in spite of
the repeated demands of the General Assembly to the
Government of France to desist from further nuclear
tests, that Government has continued to endanger
African life.

120. Recently the world was profoundly shooked by
the unilateral and unexpected decision of the USSR to
resume nuclear tests. Shortly afterwards the United
States of America resumed underground nuclear test
ing. But any tests, whether conducted in the air or
buried deep underground, have only one purpose
namely, the perfecting of· nuclea...' weapons. Accord
ingly, all tests must be deplored an? brought to a
speedy end.

121. Though it can be said that we must b~ realistic,
that we must recognize the limited nature of our
ability to prevail upon the great Powers to stay their
hands from the nuclear trigger, we can nevertheless
unanimously demand an immediate halt to all nuclear
tests, followed by a complete nuclear ban, and in so
doing point the finger of histoX'Y squarely at those
who must stand before posterit~T-if, indeed, posterity
there will be-to justify their actions.

122. In this area the Ethiopiandelegation is convinced
that the draft resolutionY Which it submitted lastyear
together with nine other Member States on banning nu
clear weapons must receive priority. I do not wish to
elaborate on the arguments which we presented last
year; suffice it to say that our. draft resolution has
the support of the great majority of Member States
because it contains the aspirations <.'f mankind. It is
our hope, therefore, that the great Powers concerned
will endorse it and thus ensure its application. But,
Whatever the position of the great Powers may be,
the General Assembly must pass its judgen\ent on the
resolution.
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suredtinder African rule, the picture is gloomy in
the Rhodesias. The recent massacre, imprisonment
and oppression of the followars of Kenneth Kaunda in
Northern Rhodesia is to us a matter of great concern
and indignation. We therefore call upon the Govern
ment of the United Kingdom to grant the right of equal
suffrage to the African population, so that each terri
tory may determine its own future no matter what the
deSire of the settlers might be.

181. Unless this is done promptly, and the African
majority given governmental power now, we feel
oertain that the United Kingdom Government will
bear a great responsibility. We accept all peoples
in good faith, bl,tt in this instance we are compelled
to reject all policies that perpetuate supremacy to
th,e white settlers under the guise of a multi-racial
,sooi·ety. 'The only policy that is realistic and accept-

\ able to Africans, is the transfer of power to Africans.
~Nothing will satisfy us short of this, ar.: 7e are deter-

Jmin(~d to continue to extend our support to our African
oompatriots in thesA territories. Such is our position
also with respect 'CO Zanzibar and, indeed, any other
oolony in our continent.

132. The case of Angola cries O'l.:.t for special con
sideration. The full extent of the p.readful state in
which our brothers in Angola find themselves todayis
not realized; censorship and other repressive meas;"
ures have kept the situation in Angola in a dim twi
light. But enough is known to demand our immediate
intervention and to elicit our universal condemnation.
Over 140,000 refugees have fled their homes, a shock
ing testimony to the lengths to which the Government
of Portugal has gone in imposing a rule of terror and
oppression. I wish to take this 'opportunity to express
to the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) our heart
felt appreciation of the assistance which it has ex
tended to the thousands of refugees who are now in its
territory. For our part, we shall continue to extend
our support to the people of Angola in their struggle
to achieve independence. We are confident that all
other African states, as well as all freedom-loving
nations, will provide equally effective support both to
the refugees 'and to the freedom-fighters of Angola.

133, A scarcely less compelling problem exists in
the policies of racial discrimination which continue to
be followed in certain states. We are saddened, but
not dismayed, by incidents which occur from time to
time even in those States which make the highest
claim to civilization. In speaking of racial prejudice,
therefore~ we look principally to the Union of South
Africa, where a legalized policy of discrimination
exists. In our view, the United Nations has done far
too little in the past with respect to this problem. We
therefore call on all Member States to join in collec
tive action, in sanctions which will demonstrate to
South Africa once and for all that the way of life which .
it has professed is repugnant to mankind and that,
considerations of principle aside, it is not in the in
terests of that country to follow it any longer.

134, The numerous violations of the terms of the
mandate held by South Africa over South West Afri,ca
have Leen taken jointly by Liberia and Ethiopia to the
International Court of Justice at The Hague: Y This
action will be pressed with full vigour and energy, We
are happy to. report that all the African States have
participated in all decisions leading to this action. We

Yl.C.J•• South West Airicr Case. Application instituting proceedings
1960 General list. No. 47).

are also happy to know that Ghana and other States
are planning to intervene,before the Court in support
of this action. \Ve feel tll'at this co-operation augurs
concerted action in other areas of common interest.
The Court action, however, is not enough. We call,
tllerefore, for a greater measure of action than has
been taken in the past and one which will provide for
tangible and positive results. The Union Government,
in violation of the mandate, has made South West
Africa in recent years a prison cell by garrisoning
armed. forces 011 all the frontiers of the land so as to
.continue its unhindered massacre, imprisonment and,
in short, wholesale suppression of the innocent in
habitants of the international territory.

135. The United Nations cannot close its eyes to
these facts; it cannot stop its ears to the cries of the
colonial peoples; it cannot stand idly by while the
colonial Powers resist all appeals to reason and jus
tice. To do so is to abdicate its functions andrespon
sibilities. Last year, by an overwhelming vote, the
General Assembly called for the speedy dissolution of
the last strongholds of colonialism. Unhappily, this
resolution [1514 (XV)] has remained largely unimple
mentcd. It is not enough that this year we should
merely adopt another draft resolution couched in the
same general terms. Unless affirmative and effective
measures are taken in implementation of the resolu
tions which express our Will, we run the risk that
what we do h{;re will assume an everlessening degree
of l3ignific~·.nce in the view of those who look to the
United Nations as the guarantor of their future. We
have demonstrated that we can act if the need be ur
gent. Let us act now, forthrightly and honestly, to
dispel this problem and to remove it permanently
from the agenda of this body.

136. In this connexion I wish to point out that the
spread of the cold war into areas which have hitherto
escaped entanglement in this struggle-a danger rec
ognized by many-has not perhaps up to this point
been dealt with as effectively as it might have been.
This development constitutes a particular danger for
Africans and Asians, se many of whom have only
recently gained their independence and whose terri
tories are believed by the great Powers to represent
a field which must be contested, threatening thereby
the peaceful and rational development of their eco
nomic and social structures. We have seen, unfortu
nately, how easily erstwhile tranquil areas can ElUC

cumb to these pressures and be transformed into
cold war battlefields. We believe it to be essential
that this evolution be resisted in order that the cold
war may be restrained w,ithin the narrowest possible
confines. It appears to my delegation that one way of
contributing to this objective is to provide the insti
tutional framework whereby problems which are es
sentially local in nature are limited to the locality
most intimately concerned. In order to achieve this
end for the continent of Africa, we call upon our sister
States in Africa to join in the creation, undex Article
52 of the United Nations Charter, of a regional organ
ization of African States. the b()sic and fundamental
task of which will be to furnish the mechanism where
by problems which arise on the continent and which
are of primary interest to ~he region COUld, in the
first instance, be dealt by Africans, in an African
forum, free from outside influence and pressure. We
trust that the other African Members of this Organi
zation, whom we believe to be equally dedicated to
disengagement from the toils of the cold war, will
lend their full support to this proposal. As our pro-
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imperative, but there is also the problem of effeo
tively ptili:dng the available resources.

143. We are very much disturbed by the existenoe
of duplication of 'efforts and by the absence of clear
cut objectives in the activities of the United ~,~ations

and the specialized agencies. We believe there should
be effeative· co-ordination, even if this entails struo
tural changes in some ot these institutions. Co-ordi
nation in the economic and social and technical as
sistance actiVities of the United Nations should be
effective both at the planning and execution levels. A
system of priorities .which corresponds to the re
sources of the Organization should be worked out
first and foremost on a regional basis, in the planning
stage, by the specialized agencies working in close
~o-operation with the regional economic commissions.

144. On the operative level of economic and technical
assistance, co-ordination should likewise be effective,
Again the regional economic commissions should play
a leading role, especially regarding the regional pro
jects concerning their respective areas of operation.
TL~ regional commissions should have more leeway
for initiating programmes of their own and, where ap
propriate, undertaking operative functions of technical
assistance.

145. Permit me at this juncture to bringto the atten
tion of the Assembly a problem which the Ethiopian
delegation was privileged to present to the thirty
second session of the Economic and Social Council.
Last May, under the auspices of UNESCO and the
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), high repre
sentatives of African Governments met inAddis Ababa
to assess the educational needs and requirements of
their. respective countries and to relate their efforts
ii~ the field of education to their over-all economic
development. The deliberations of the Conference
have revealed in concrete terms the alarming situa..
tion that exists in the educational .field of the conti
nent. To meet the basic educational needs, therefore,
the Conference established as targets the increase of
enrolment in African schools by 20 per cent in the
next five years and the achievement of unive;rsa.llit
eracy by the year 1980. The achievement of these
targets by African Governments will call for a dou
bling of efforts, and for heroic sacrifices on their
part. The Confe:r-ence estimated on,the basis of these
targets that ~he etu'rent external aid which :was as';;
sessed to amolL."\t to $140 million should be increased
by 1965 to $450 million. My delegation, and I am sure
all delegations from Africa, request that the General
Assembly endorse Economic and Social Councilreso
lution 837 (XXXII) Which, calls on all Member states
to mobilize their resourc'es and help the AfricanGov
ernments achieve these targets.

146. In my statement I have considered only a feW l)f
the many.... pressing problems before us. The fact !l;
there are no easy and clear-cut solutions to many of
these problems, and we are therefore forced to im
provise, to settle for half-way measures, to grope in
semi-darkness, only half aware of that for W:hich we
search, never quite· sure where we al'e, nor Wha~ we ,
have achieved. Man's progress on this earth has been
at best a painful and laborious process, and we are
perhaps un~eq.listic if we expect it to be otherwise.

147. None the less, if we work With zeal and energy.
if we face the problems and the crises of today hon
estly and squarely, we shall have fulfilled. our duty to
ourselves and to mankind.· And, we suspect, in thi

posal rests on Artiole 52 of the Charte~., we hc)pe it
is clear to all that our desire is not to disengage our..
selves from the world conununity, 'but to dev'310p in
stitutions peculiar to ourselves in accordance with
the Cha.rter.
137. Four last points remain to 'be dealt With, all
touching on the institutions of the Ullted Nations. They
'ooncern the representation of the GO'vernment of the.
people's Republic of China: the enlargement of the
Security Couno~l and of the Economic andSocialCoun
oil; the reorga'nization of the Secretariat; and finally'
the question of economic and technical assistance
machinery.
138. On our agenda we have two items concerning the
representation of the Government of the People's Re
public of China to the United Nations. Because of our
belief in the peaceful coexistence of nations irrespec
tive of differences in political and social systems, and
becau$e of our realization of the advantages emanat
ing from the universality of the United Nations mem
bership, the Ethiopia.n delegation will support the pro
posal that the Government of the People's Republic
'of China occupy its rightfUlplace in the United Nations.

139. In considering the structure of our Organization,
the Ethiopian delegation would like to point out that
membership has increased from the original number
of fifty-one to one hundred. None the less, the ocm
position of some of the principal organs, andin parti
cular of the Security Council and of the Economic and'
Social Council, remains what it was sixteenyears age'
Taking into account the above-mentioned change~,

there must be an increase in the membership of both
the Security Council and the Economic and Social
Council to facilitate an increased participation by the
African-Asian States which are at present poorly
represented.
140. Regarding the reorganization of the Secretariat,
it is the view of the Ethiopian delegation that we must
abide by the pl'ovision of the Charter as stated in
Article 97. It is to be noted that in accordance with
this provision, it· is appropriate that one person oc
cupy the post of Secretary-General. In ~airness to all
concerned, it is preferable to seleot as a Secretary
General a national from the African-Asian countries.
141. At this point I would like to bringto the attention
of the Assembly its resolution 1559 (XV) regarding
the chronic problem of the imbalance of the geograph
ical distribution of the United Nations Secretal'iat.
This resolution requested the Secretary-General,
inter alia, "to intensify his efforts to implement the
General Ass2mbly resolutions" on that question. It is
imperative that the closest advisers to the Secretary"
General should also be staffed on the basis of equit
able geographical distribution.
142. My country has been associated with thew~
of the Economic and Social Council for the paSit year.
As the only African country on the Council. we have
observed very closely the efforts of the United Na
tions in the economic and social fields, while at the
same time we have endeavoured to bring to the atten
tion of the CoWlcil the special problems of Africa.
Our experience in the Economic and Social Council
has convinced us more than ever that'the interest of
the under-developed countries can best be served by
channelling all aid and assistance through the United
Nations. The problem in the social and technical as
sistance activities of the United Nations is not only
one of making available more funds to the Organiza-.
tion. Undoubtedly, the increase of such funds is indeed.

178
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very process we shall do much to achieve peace and
c security in the world.

Mr. Pipinelis (Greece), Vice-President, took the
Chwr.
148. Mr. AMMOUN (Lebanon) (translated from
French): The Arab Peoples, who are both Asian and
African-they represent the geographical and human
bridge between Asia and Africa-are highly pleased,
Mr. President, at your election as President of this
Assembly. We are impressed by the unanimity with
which you were chosen, for it was a tribute to your
exceptional ability and a reflection of the opinion of
delegations representing peoples from five continents;
it augurs well for the conduct of the work of this ses
sion, which is opening in an atmosphere of profound
anxiety for the whole world.
149. When the United Nations was founded, nearly
seventeen years ago, it held out the prospect of build
ing a new world, united in peace, subject to the rule
of law, living under the authority of a world·organiza
tion which was itself based on. the principles of liber
ty, equality and justice.

150. The attention of nations was turned towards the
Charter, which embodied those principles for alltime.
Some of those nations, still suffering from two world
wars, relied on the new concept of collective security
to avert another war, which would be more terrible
and destructive than ever before. Others, still bowed
under the yoke of colonialism or suffering from eco
nomic and social injustice, saw in the United Nations
the dawn of liberation and equality toge~her with re
spect for human dignity. If that was the new order on
which all hopes rested, Why were the peoples dissat
isfied with it? Why have nations felt the need to come
together at other places, in Asia, Africa and EUTope,
arid to reach agreement outside this forum? Why,
after San Francisco, which fulfilled the whole worldts
aspirations, has there been Bandung, why has therp,
been Belgrade? And why Brazzaville, Casablanca and
Monrovia? The events of today supply us with tne
answer to tbat question.
151. However, the Conference of African and Asian
nations held at Bandung in 1955 was not just the ex
pression of the aspirations of Asia and Africa. The
spirit of Bandung is the spirit of our Charter. The
principles and objectives of Bandung are those of the
United Nations, or at least, what the principles of
the United Nations should have been in international
practice.
152. It was because those were not being applied or
were taking a dangerously long time to implement
that the African and Asian nations met at Bandung,
Where they served as spokesmen for the oppressed
and abandoned peoples of all continents. They were
the voice of all who sought peace in the world.

153. It is common knowledge, however, that the
Bandung Conference, which had been viewed initially
With some apprehension, soon-was welcomed in many
Clifferentquarters. The resolutions it adopted, far
from marshalling the coloured' peoples against the
West, proclaimed their adherence to the Declaration:
of Human Rights and their support for the principles
and purposes of the United Nations, which aim to
pl'eserve peace based on justice and national and

. racial equality. The principle of international co
operation was eIXlbodied in the resolutioJlS on eco
nomic and cultural questions. It is true that the
peoples of Africa and Asia gained most by the meet-----. .

ing. However, is not that perhaps because they were
the most disinherited, to the point where the Charter
principles did not seem to have been conceived with
them in mind?

154. Be that as it may, twenty-five nations of Asia
and Africa became Members of the United Nations
five years after Bandung, and we have just admitted
another African country. Thus, the United Nations was
indebted to the Conference of t~e countries of Africa
&nd Asia for giving effect to the long-negleoted prin
c~,ple of universality.

155. However, the task is far from completed. More
than one country is still fighting for its freedom and
waiting for the day when the doors of the United Na
tions will be opened to it. Others are fighting to de
fend th~ir territorial integrity or to free themselves
from the last vestiges of colonialism and raci~l

discrimination.

156. If the historic resolution condemning coloni
alism [1514 (XV] adopted by the General Assembly at
its fifteenth session had been rapidly implemented,
if it had been greeted by all the Powers to which it
was addressed with the same understanding and good
Will, the Conference of Non-Aligned Countries held at
Belgrade in September 1961 would not have had to
deal with the problem again and would have confined
itself as some woUld have preferred, to" the tragic
problem of war or peace.

157. But, so long as the bloodied land of Africa still
carries the se~ds of colonialism, so long as racial
discrimination has not been stamped out wherever it
has roots, the struggle must go on and the Belgrade
Conference could not fail to take up the problem again.

158. It was raised'there again with greater emphasis
and in broader scope. Intervention and discrimination
in any region of the world were severely condemned.
The solidarity.of eastern and western peoples t~t

yearn for freedom and equality was strengthened as
a result.

159. Like Bandung, Belgrade satisfied a general,
universal need, a need which the United Nations should
have satisfied, without either Conferen~e having to
remind it. Is it not the responsibility of the General
Assembly at this session and of all the nations here
represented, Without exception, to put an end to a long
and painful episode in the historS' of mankind?

160. If so much patient and unremitting labour over
a long period is required to achieve an objective of
the United Nations involVing the most fundamental
principles of ·the Charter and the fundamE:ntal rights
of peoples, should we not ask ourselves w:hyJ

161. Shall I tell you why? The tragic death of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations provides us
with the answer, an answer from beyond the grave.
162. The other day, we all listened attentively, des
spite the emotion we felt, to one hundred funeral ora
tions for Mr. Dag Ha:rnmarskjold, who died,;tor the
very cause we are defending, the cause of freooom.

163. J;f there is any man who deserves to live for
ever in our memory, is not he the man who, at a de
cisive stage of our history, personified the ideals of
freedom and world peace and bravely went to his
death to make those ideals a reality?

164. Let us '1'emember that Dag Hammarskjold was
a man of faith and: eo\.tr,.~ge: faith in the oft-forgotten
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a solution which brooks no further delay, for the neg
ative attitudes towards the United Nations, beginning
with that :relating to Palestine and contin~lng with
those adopted with regard to other problems con
nected with the ending of colonialism must be de
nounced once and for all.

176. Let us therefore agree to help all dependent
peoples to free themselves from their bonds so that
justice may reign at last and one cause of insecurity
and one danger of war be banished forever.

177. That is the ideal of the United Nations. However,
no sooner was the Organization founded both as a
symbol of and an instrument for the unity of the world,
a world united in peaceful co-operation, than a split
occurred which set the great Powers against one
another and drew the peoples into one or other camp.
The objectives of the United Nations were lost from
s(ght. Instead of adhering to the principles of collec
tive security, the world reverted to the old system of
alliances and the balance of forces in which advanced
defensive positions and strategic and military bases
confront one another. There was no longer any ques
tion of disarmament as envisaged in the Charter. In
stead of disarmament, we have had an arms race,
made more terrifying by the new weapons, to which,
if nuclear tests are not immediately suspended, will
be added the neutron bomb. The battlefields which
were adequate for the greatest conquerors of the past
no longer satisfy the ambition of our modern strate
gists who now include interplanetary space in their
plans.

178. In this state of affairs, arising from the division
of the world, was it not ihevitable that crises would
follow one another, each more dangerous than the last
for the peace of the world? The renewed Berlin crisis
coupled with the problem of Germany, which is push
ing humanity to the brink of the precipice, cannot be
considered in isolation from the \Jompetition which,
since the end of 1945, has thus cast its gloomy· shadow
over the whole globe. Berlin and Germany are both
cause and effect. They are the cause of the extreme
danger which is threatening the immediate future of
manJdnd and they are the effect of the situation which
has resulted from the rift in the United Nations and of
the desperate competition which has supplanted the
Charter's spirit of co-operation. .

179. All the events of our time fit into this picture
of division and competition. After the crises in Iran
and Greece, after the first Berlin crisis, after Korea
and Viet-Nam, after Laos, the Congo and Cuba, it is
once again Berlin. It is the fire s~oulderinginces
santly under the ashes,' periotlically rele~sing sparks
which may set fire to the whole world and the. sky
above it.

180. However, we must not minimize the efforts being
made by men of good will to find a solution to each
incipient conflict, whether those efforts are made in
side or outside the United Nations. The United Nations .
sets about this Sisyphean task year after year. It is

. preparing to do so at the present session. But there
is a danger that every effort will be vain or lead only
to a proviSional solution so long as we do not tackle
the initial cause of all these conflicts, culminating
today in the Berlin crisis through.which we are living
so dangerously, so long as we do not tackle the basic
caus,-~ which is common to them all and which lies
in the contradiction between two worlds.

principl'es of the United Nations anditsloftypurposesj
courage. in the service of those purposes.and principlf3S
-moral courage throughout all his work, physical
courage in the face of death.
165. What greater tribute can be paid to him than to
share fully in his faith and courageously to work to
wards his ideal?

166. The death of Dag Hammarskjold reminds us of
the no less painful death of Count Bernadotte whose
murder Was confessed-or rather proudly' claimed
by a powerful political party which is represented in
the Israeli parliament. The bullet which struck him
in the back not only put an end to his life, but also to
his efforts to secure the implementation of United
Nations resolutions on Palestine and on the' interna
tionalization of Jerusalem.

167. Is not the answe:a.· to the agonizing question we
have asked ourselves to be found in the sacrifice of
those two great men to a great cause, in the face
of resistance to United Nations action and to. its
objectives? ."

168. After Bernadotte, after Hammarskjold, will
there be men of courage to break that resistance and
to devote themselves, as they did, at the risk of their
lives, to the implementation of the principles of the
Charte:r and the decisions of the United Nations?

169. For what iI'lfJeed is the use of the most solemn
principles and resolutions if they are not translated
into action? By allowing Israel just once to violate
the Charter and disregard decisions based on its
principles, by leaving unpunished the murder of the
representative of the United Nations who tried to give
effect to those principles, have we not encouraged
similar attitudes on the part of other countries?

170. Have we not in the same way allowed the reso
lution on decolonization to remain without effect for
nearly a year after its adoption, with the result that
now we are again confronted with problems like
Algeria?

171. If the greatness of a nation is measured by the
sacrifices it makes for its independence andfreedom,
then great is the Algerian nation, Which has made
tremendous sacrifices for its liberation.

172. Indeed, do we realize that the number of Alge
rian men and women who died in the struggle for
freedom exceeds the losses )'uffered by more than
one great Power in the war to free the world from
the menace of Hitler? The United Nations remembers
the Korean war in which sixteen of its Members took
part. Those sixteen countries together did not lose
as many men as Algeria alone.

173. We should bear in mind all those sacrifices and
resume without delay the negotiations whichhave been
suspended-the Algerian people have agreed to nego
tiate for their independence and the proteoi:ion of their
territorial integrity.

174. In otheroountries, inAn~ola,Portuguese Guinea,
South West Africa, South Africa, the Congo, Palestine
-1 shall not name them all-blood has flowed freely
in the struggle for independence or racial equality or
national unity-as freely as that shed, at least once in
its history, by every nation represented here, in its
struggle for liberation.

175. The clearly expressed will of the United Nations
to put an end without delay to colonization in all its
forms implied a solution to these painful problems,
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181. For ten years we have been talking about peace
ful coexistence. Any why shoUld peaceful coexistence
not be the remedy for the evils oreated by this divi...
eion? Why'should it not be the panaceafor these crises
wbich break out at different places and at different
times but which all stem from a single cause?

182. It is true that peaceful coexistence certainly
needed to be rehabilitated in the eyes of certain people
who regarded it with apprehension, if not with rnis,'"
trust, probably bec~,use the :idea had been advanced
by one of the parties at issue. But have these appre
hensions not subsided sinoe the conoept of peaceful
ooexistence has gone round the world, so to speak,
having been adopted by the Colombo 'Powers, the
Bandung and Belgrade Conferences ,and, finally, by
the representatives of states of the Monrovia group,
like Senegg,!? And has not the Secretary of State of
the United Kingdom just given it his Government's
support? We recall in partiCUlar the fine analysis of
peaceful coexistence made by the distillgU:ished Min
ister for Foreign Affairs of the RepubliC~efegal
at the 1012th plenary meeting, which could ha e ound

'ready support, I think, among the nCld-aligned coun
tries of Belgrade or of the Afro...Al:!ian group.

183. Whate"ler hope we may place in peaceful coex
istence as a blanket solution to the problems whose
persistence continues to disturb the world, it remains
a long-term solution which does not exclude a positive
exar.oination of ,each of these problems. We are of
course in favour of negotiated solutions, provided
neither law nor principles suffer in the process. In
the past year the United Nations has 10oH:ed to nego
tiation as a means of securing general dil3armament,
and twenty-five heads of State or Gov~rnment leaders
of non-aligned countries, responding to the present
crisis, have urged negotiation upon the leaders of the
two great countries which hold in their hands the keys
to war and peace. Youwill agree that the effect of such
an appeal will be considerable and that it. will bear
fruit sooner or later, for it is anunambiguous expres
sion of the ardent desire of all peoples for pel1ce. We

.....believe, moreover, that it meets the wishes of the
leaders of the great Powers concerned, who did not
conceal this faot in the statements they made to an
attentive and highly interested Assembly.

184. But if the question of Berlin and of Germany is
ar.nenable to negotiation-and we hope we may look
forward to fruitful negotiations on that subject in the
11.ear future-the problem of disarmament; which is
likeWise negotiable, appears on the agenda of this
session with new prospeots of success. We were glad
to learn from the address by the President of the
United States [1013th plenary meetlng] as well as
from the statement by the So\tiet Foreign Minister
[1016th plenary meeting] that they were agreeable
to the partioipation of the non-aligned oountries in
the negotiations which were enVisaged. These state
ments were 'encouraging on two c~unts: the prospeot .
of negotiations, whioh was thus acoepted by both
parties, and the objective participation of the non
8.ligned countries. The admission of this neutral ele
ment is likely to create an atmosphere of confidence,
to temper the disoussions, to avoid oonflicts and to
help in the search for practical solutions free from
all speoial interests, provided the neutral countries
entrusted with this delioate mission realize its full
importance and carry it out With an effioiencyand~m-
partiality matohing the good will by which they are
animated.

185. '1 now want to digress for a moment and speak
about the economic aspect· of the question. and about
the proposals tying eoonomic recovery to population
growth. I am one of those who ~re painfully surprised
by the proposal on the Assetnbly's agenda to link two
problem~, eoonomic development and population
growth, with the /'lear intention of limiting the latter
by birth control.
186. In order to justify thelinl,ing of thesetwoprob
lems, they are bot4, described as "sooial factors".
The birth of a humanbeing is not a mere social factor.
.There, is a spiritual and moral element in the birth
of a man, it even has something of the divine. Hu
manity, if I may say so, is not a herd whose rate of
growth can be fixed .....ccording to the pasturage avail
able. Moreover, Malthusianism is a way of explaining
the cycle of wars and epidemics, and a dubious one at
that. In any event, it cannot be used to justify a new
kind of maSSacre of the innocents, or an attack on
God's work.

187. The problem of the sacred rights of man,
whether born or unborn, can best be stated by asking:
how can we increase prqduction in order to meet the
needs of humanity?

188. In the present world situation, which is that of
a world arming to the teeth, the solution does not lie
in birth oontrol but in control of armaments. Above
all, the curbing of the population must not be allowed
to supply the policy of general armamep.t with fresh
means. 'l'llat would mean killing the el:Ilbryc. to obta,in
the means ,~fkilling the man. '

189. We must remember that over $120,000 million
a year is being spent on armaments by the two camps.
We must also, recall, for example, that the combined
national income of the whole of Africa is $20.000
million, which means an average per caput ,income of
$100. What does this mean? It means that if theprlli
tary budgets of the two blocs were spent on assistance
to Aftica, they would raise the African's income by
600 per cent. In other words, the annual, per caput
inoome in Africa would immediately rise from $100
to $600 and would thus equal th~ figure for Europe.

190. In the ciroumstances we sllould speak not of
reducing bi-rths but of reducing armaments. Whatever
may be done through birth control can be matched
only by the reduction or abolition of armaments. The
latter is in any case inevitable, but we must irame
diately set about smoothing the path of negotiations
leading towards it.

191. Each passing day,particularly sinoe the resump
tion of nuclear tests, increases the danger that the
new weapons will spread, until they are in the hands .
of even the smallest countries.

192. Although we voted for a separate discussion on
the question of the cessation of nuclear tests, any of
the parties is free to ensure that the negotiations on
this sUbject and on disarmament go forward together
and if the disarmament di-soussions make no prqgressp

the discussions on present testing oan be held up.

193. The danger of these tests lies perhaps less in
the developing knowledg~ of the nuclear ~owers them...
selves than in the possibility that other_States may'
seek andaoquire the same lmowledge. Does not the
.real danger lie in a more Wide-spread possession of
nuolear weapons? '

194. \Vhile we oontinue our efforts to conclude a
treaty providing for the banning, under effective cOn'"
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then Sweden. The field of choice has become Wider
since appearance of the non-aligned nations, and by
non-aligned nations I do not mean only those Which
V/6ntj;o Belgrade.

/7. '~~.~. .,

;/ 20Q. I '~)1ould Uke to refuirid you that the search for
a definition of non-alignment was a rather delioate
matter when it was taken up in Cairo. Non-alignment
is as hard to define as aggression, or even law, and
j~~sts and diplomats who have exercised their best
wits for dozens of years"have not been able to agree
on definitions of those terms. However, I am quite
Willing to adopt the excellent definition of non-align
ment given by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Senegal, and I infer from it that the countries which
attended the Belgrade Conference are not tbe only
non-aligned countries. They themselves declared, in
fact, that they held no monopoly. What is even better,
they expressed the hope that their numbers would
increase. The influence of the non-aligned countries
can thub: only tend to increase and serve more effec
tively the interests of peace.

201. A Secretary-General worthy to succeed Mr.
Hammarskjold and agreeable to the two conflicting
parties may therefore well be found in one of the
non-aligned nations, in the widest sense of that word.
Have not these two parties already agreed that the
non-aligned nations should take part in the solution
of a problem which is vital to each of them and to
the whole world-the problem of disarmament?

202. I should like to add that I fully share the opinion
expressed this Ill0rning by the Guinean Minister for
FOreign Affairs on the participation of all nations of
Asia and Africa, as the equals of every other nation,
in all bodies of the United Nations. This is necessary
in the interest of the United Nations itself.

203. If, therefore, we can settle the question of the
Secretary-General rapidly in the spirit of co-operation
and confidence which we all desire, we shall have
taken a step to strengthen our Organization so that it
may once more become an instrument for peace and
for the unity and progress o~'Inankiud. This is the
hope expressed, on behalf of J(ly country, as this ses
sion of the General Assembly opens in one of the
most critical phases of history for the destiny of man
and of h\!man civilization.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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troI, of the testing of such weapons by certain great
Powers, all States possessing reactors, the<:>retically
for peaceful purposes; shoUld immediately be br,ought
under some control. This control could be the respon-

"-< '-',sibility of tne International Atomic Energy Agency at
Vienna, which is an agency of the United Nations. Any
country not complying with such a decision would thus
afford adequate proof of its lack of good faith, and
could then be deprived of any supplies and a~( aid in
this field. This control of the nascent nuclear:Powers
should be established"without delay. }
195. La~tly, I should like to rat,se a matter about
which we are all anxious and onwhichMembaIt's of the
Organization should un:te, instead of creating another
open split, because it concerns one of the strongest
pillars of the United Nations: I refer to the question
of the Secretary...General and of the succession to
Mr. Harmnarskjold.

196. Throughout this statement I have referredto the
unity whic;\ prevailed when the United Nations was es
tablished, the unitY which existed among the founders
of the Organization at San Francisco and which had
already been lost the following year at London and the
year after that at Flushing Meadows. We deplored
the divisic;m and the split which occurred in our ranks
and doI6!nated our work, and we calledfor the restor
ation of this lost unity.

'197. It is true that 'WItty has sOmetimes been achieved
in support, of certain causes the justice of which was
so obvious that none could ignore them who was not
moved by wrongly understood self-interest or by out
dated ideas belonging to the" past. This was the case
at the time of the bloody conflicts of Suez and Bizerta.
Almost complete unanimity was achieved or restored,
to the honour of the United Nations, inthese two cases
which r~s~d questions of general principle for all
nations. :aut our Organization has suffered from a
disastrous dis~nity since its foundation, particularly
towards the end of this year.

198. Following the painful loss we have suffered, we
must preserve the unity'which is still embodied in the
person of the Se.cretary-General,the only survivor of
the shipwreck of our,,first illusions, andwe must cling
to it with desperatione;,

199. It is~ in fact, a q~~estiQ;n of choice. Until noW the
small natit~ns have be~h called upoIl-first Norway and

J
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